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Was your listing deleted with the notice referring you here? If so, you must revise your listing not to contain material from my book or my web site.

My book, _A History of the pipe: Manufacturing and Marketing Pyrolytic Graphite Pipes from Development to Demise_ and the web site based on it, www.thepipe.info, are fully protected by Copyright. Each web site page ends with this notice (the ending date may vary): "The contents of this site are Copyright © 1996—2014 by Billie W. Taylor II, Ph.D. World Rights Reserved. The copyright holder specifically prohibits reproduction, transmission, duplication or storage of these pages or any portion thereof in any electronic or physical medium, under any circumstances. Please request reproduction rights if you'd like to reproduce all or part of this site. If you like this page and wish to share it, you are welcome to link to it, with my thanks."

**In short, copying from my web site into your listing is not allowed** **nor will reproduction rights in Ebay listings be granted.**

Thank you for your understanding cooperation.

If you need further explanation or have questions please visit my website at http://copyright.gov/help/faq/faq-fairuse.html#p2p or contact me.